
WEDDINGS ATWEDDINGS AT
THE DRAGONTHE DRAGON

CHAMBERCHAMBER



Celebrate the greatest day of your union, in a space that immortalises this special occasion.  

Whether it's an intimate affair for your closest friends and family or a lavish gathering — the solemnisation

 of your love deserves a genuine celebration and the care of an experienced, devoted team.

 

Inspired by a provocative past of old-time Chinatown gambling dens, notorious secret society hangouts and

unconventional Chinese dishes, this is a venue that strikes the perfect balance between intimacy and

 extravagance, tradition and modernity.



THE SOLEMNISATIONTHE SOLEMNISATION



Illuminated by warm light overhead, an

eclectic display of alcohol bottles and

traditional medical cabinets adorn the

main wall at our bar. Decorated with

bespoke floral arrangements by our

partner, Bliss, recite your vows against a

stunning backdrop of nostalgic

mystique, accentuated by vibrant

botanical elements.



THE RECEPTIONTHE RECEPTION



Designed with a sheer fanaticism of

re-creating tradition, the Main

Dining Room is a modern take on the

dark underbelly of 1980s Singapore. 

Recite your vows in front of a bar

reminiscent of traditional medical

cabinets and rejoice over your special

day amidst the mesmerising dragon

murals. Unorthodox, visionary and

all-around whimsical, your special

day is truly one for the books.



THE TEA CEREMONYTHE TEA CEREMONY



The Private Dining Room evokes a

romantic allure — a tranquil enclave

perfect for the most intimate of

weddings and tea ceremonies. Dressed

in cherry red hues from the carpet to

the plush booth seats, light-hearted

and quirky depictions of Chinese

landscape paintings adorn the walls.



BEFORE THE WEDDINGBEFORE THE WEDDING



Here, the welcoming presence of the

Kopitiam draws you in. A truly

unique backdrop for a wedding

photoshoot — every touchpoint is

evocative of local heritage,

accentuated by a polished touch of

bespoke decor.

Our intricately-designed walls,

traditional marble top tables and

wooden chairs are reminiscent of a

nostalgic yesteryear; of lively

chatter, and the simple pleasures of

admiring relics of the past.



THE CUISINETHE CUISINE

Our menu takes you on a bold and adventurous journey into the unexpected,

offering unique spins on traditional comfort foods and guerrilla-style dishes that

explode with flavours and textures. Our mantra is simple: unforgettable. For your

special day, a bespoke menu will be tailored to your tastes and preferences with

every dish crafted with exquisite care and attention to detail. Every bite will be a

moment to savour and remember, ensuring that your celebration is truly indelible.



INTRODUCINGINTRODUCING
OUR PARTNERSOUR PARTNERS

 Let us take the burden and help make your special day an

enjoyable and hassle-free experience. We've curated a list of

exceptional partners who specialise in bespoke wedding gowns,

exquisite floral arrangements, and more, ensuring that every

aspect of your celebration is elegantly handled.



A leading flower shop in Singapore, Bliss Flowers

specialises in handcrafted floral arrangements.

With a wide variety of flowers to choose from,

each arrangement is carefully crafted with love

and attention to detail.



Renowned for their ‘ondeh ondeh’ cupcakes and

cakes, Cake in a Cup also specialises in crafting

stunning bespoke wedding cakes that are as

delicious as they are beautiful.  Whether it's a

classic tiered cake or a whimsical creation, their

attention to detail and use of high-quality

ingredients result in masterpieces that taste as

good as they look.



27A is a makeup and image consultancy firm

that provides seamless and high-quality

makeup and image services to brides, beauty

and commercial clients in Southeast Asia.



Offering a haven of internationally sought-after

gowns from a range of new and established

brands, The Ivory Bridal service also extends

beyond the ideation of curation. Each appointment

comes with a personal consultation with their

expert stylists and founder.



At The Dragon Chamber, creating distinctive experiences is at the core of who we are.

When it comes to something as sacred as tying the knot — only the most personalised

celebration of your love will do. 

 

Want to plan a bespoke wedding with our partners?

 Come and talk to us.



Main Dining Room

Kopitiam

Private Dining Room

Bask in the best of every world. With the luxury of having three

distinctive spaces to host your wedding, you can now have designated

areas for different affairs. Peppered with nostalgic relics, our

Kopitiam makes the ideal place to organise a lively reception or

photoshoot. As you walk through the mist-filled corridor to arrive at

our Main Dining Room and Private Dining Room, a personalised

celebration of your love awaits.

With a combined seated capacity of up to 110 pax and each space

exhibiting its own unique interiors and ambience — host an exuberant

dinner service, a traditional tea ceremony or anything else you fancy

across these three spaces.Bar

Experience a full Dragon Chamber wedding.

 

Duration: 4 hours

(minimum F&B spend)

Fri - Sun

$11,000++

$13,000++

WEEKDAY

WEEKEND

Mon - Thu



With a maximum seated capacity of 30 pax, host an intimate to mid-sized

luncheon or dinner in a comfortably plush space. With the largest group

booth seats all the way at the end, curved booth seats at the corners and

two and four-seater tables lining the side of the room, this makes for an

exceptionally varied seating arrangement for you and your guests.

Private Dining Room

WC

(Male)

Experience a small intimate affair in our

Private Dining Room.

 

Duration: 4 hours

(minimum F&B spend)

Fri - Sun

$4,800++

$5,200++

WEEKDAY

WEEKEND

Mon - Thu



FACT SHEETFACT SHEET Location & Parking

2 Circular Rd

Singapore 060335

Public parking is available at Upper Circular Road

or at The Riverwalk Apartments.

Getting Here

1. Arrive at Clarke Quay MRT station and take Exit E

2. Cross the road and head towards Upper Circular Rd

until you reach North Bridge Rd

3. Walk across to Circular Road and you’ll arrive at

The Dragon Chamber shortly

Amenities & Facilities

Full Service Bar, Projector & Screen, 

Sound System, Wireless Handheld Mics

"One-for-One" Corkage Policy: Purchase a bottle from us and we will waive

your bottle's corkage.

We are a non-halal certified restaurant.

Seated Capacity

Kopitiam - 30 pax

Private Dining Room - 30 pax

Main Dining Hall - 50 pax

Whole Restaurant - 110 pax



The Dragon Chamber

2 Circular Rd, Singapore 049358

contact@thedragonchamber.com

+65 6950 0015

May Wan

Partnerships and Events Manager

maywan.teh@ebbflowgroup.com

+65 9181 9617


